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Abstract—The process monitoring and fault diagnosis is one of the important problems in the process industry. Archived monitoring data is valuable for long-term analysis and decision making. In this paper, we propose a general architecture to manage and storage archived monitoring data. It has been implemented within an archiving terabytes of monitoring data in metallurgy industry. It is an effective way to solve the problems of the efficiency and expandability via practical applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of industrial technology, the status monitoring system for equipment also got the very great development, and playing an important role in ensuring the safety, stable, reliable of equipment. Taking metallurgy for example, we need to monitor the temperature, voltage, amplitude and other equipment status. How to store and deal with such massive archived data has become a problem.

Large scale metallurgy enterprise systems make their administrator a very complex task. To give administrators an on-line view of the system health, many monitoring platforms have been developed. Meanwhile, archived monitoring data is valuable for long-term analysis and decision making. Consequently, we designed and developed the general platform for monitoring data in metallurgy industry.

Cloud storage system is a cooperation storage service system with multiple devices, many application domains, and many service forms [1]. The development of cloud storage system is benefit from the broadband network, Web 2.0, storage virtualization, storage network, application storage integrated with servers and storage devices, cluster technology, grid computing, distributed file system, content delivery network, peer-to-peer, data compression, data encryption, etc.

We propose a low-cost, flexible, high-performance solution for a large scale data management of archiving data in metallurgy industry. Scale is too large for most commercial databases. Even if it weren’t, cost would be very high. Specifically, we present our benchmarking effort on open source object storage (Swift) and RDBMS. We compare the throughput of Swift and MySQL Cluster. Although, there would have been other candidates for the performance comparison, these systems cover a broad area of modern storage architectures.

Our contributions are threefold.

1) We present the use case and massive data challenge of application performance management with taking into account the time characteristics of the industrial monitoring data for sharding;

2) We present a performance comparison of two different data store architectures on a same structured compute cluster;

3) Finally, we report on details of our experiences with these systems from an industry perspective.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents the system architecture and model. Section 4 proposes experiment analyses. Section 5 makes a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

In addition to traditional enterprise-class storage technology, many organizations now have a variety of storage needs with varying performance and price requirements. In recent years, many cloud storage models and platforms proposed and implemented [2-5]. Most currently available cloud data management systems such as Amazon S3, Google GFS[6], Bigtable[7], Apache Cassandra[8] and Dynamo[9] have been designed to provide good scale-out strategy for mass storage. However, they can not efficiently supporting complicated queries and their data retrieval API is narrow and restrictive. In contrast, traditional RDBMS can implement the multidimensional data model and operations, which supports SQL is an excellent tool for this type of task. However, it has relatively little or no ability to scale-out. In metallurgy industry, in view of data complex retrieval and scalability requirements, a more thorough view of the monitored system is needed.

In [10], it proposed a Relational Database and Key-Value store combined Cloud Data management (“RDB-KV CloudDB”) framework. In [11], it introduced LogBase – a scalable log-structured database system that adopts log-only storage for removing the write bottleneck and supporting fast system recovery. It is designed to create a scalable archival storage system named PRESIDIO that efficiently stores diverse data in [12]. It had implemented an approach for archiving data provenance and quality information produced by the workflow populating the data archive, which was the use of domain-specific and generated metadata in [13].
However, these store systems designed for supporting data scalability and improving system performance, with little care for the characteristic of archived data.

Allow for time characteristics of monitoring data, this paper proposes a general architecture for massive monitoring data storage, which is designed to provide a solution for storage and management metallurgy data more available.

III. CLOUD STORAGE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MODEL

A. Architecture

Compared with traditional storage, cloud storage can be any place to provide different data storage and business access services [14]. The problem of architecture design should rekindle interest in the well-known problems of index selection, data partitioning and the selection of materialized views. However, while revisiting these problems, it is important to recognize the special role played by sharding. Our solution can efficiently manage archived monitoring data which is effectively stored and retrieved from Swift Objects and MySQL with data sharding.

Fig.1 depicts the architecture. The system architecture model consists of three layers.

1) Data Storage Layer

Storage Layer is the basic part of the system. Cloud storage consists of hundreds of thousands of servers through wide area network. The traditional single-server based data organization difficult to meet the wide area network for multi-user throughput performance and storage capacity requirements. In contrast, the data storage systems based distributed environment to better meet the needs of the application of online storage services [15]. It includes two parts. One is MySQL, which stores relation data about information of monitoring node, workshop and factory. The other is Swift, which provides redundant, scalable object storage using clusters of standardized servers capable of storing petabytes of data for monitoring. We split monitoring data file into blocks stored in Swift by timestamp of data.

2) Adaptation Layer

Adaptation Layer consists of two tools. For transforming and integrating the data, "Organizing data“ component is the core of our AL, which can split and combine blocks. At the same time there is a repository for storing and managing metadata of files sharding. There are two metadata types: location information of blocks and name spaces of blocks.

3) User Interface Layer

User Interface Layer: Interface Layer provides a RESTful JSON API that can be accessed from any environment that allows HTTP requests. The HTTP methods (e.g., GET, PUT, POST, or DELETE) are typically used to implement a web service.

B. Massive Data Model

In this subsection, we describe what massive data model is. We use the standard data types, space-time data types and their related data types have already been designed and implemented as shown in Fig.2.

**Definition 1 (MonitoringData):** a monitoring value, denoted as MonitoringData, which is defined as follows. MonitoringData=(row_id, node_id, temperature_value, voltage_value, timestamp)

In Definition 1, the row_id is the identifier of table row, which is offset of records in table. The node_id is the identifier of sensor node. The temperature_value is the value of temperature that sensor node monitored. And the voltage_value is the value of voltage that sensor node monitored. The timestamp is the time of sensor node monitoring. With the timestamp, we split the records of monitoring_data table into blocks every day.

**Definition 2 (Relation of data):** the relations, such as relation of node, workshop and factory denoted as Relation of data are shown as follows.

node_infor(node_id, node_name, node_location, status, workshop_id)

workshop(workshop_id, name, workshop_lead, workshop_type, factory_id)

factory(factory_id, factory_name, address, telephone, URL)

In definition 2, there are three entities: node_infor, workshop and factory. The node_infor table contains a
foreign key to the workshop that contains a foreign key to the factory table.

C. The Key Parameter

The key parameter of the system depends on the data model and its characteristics. In a sensor-based monitoring system, there could be millions or more sensors of different kinds connected. They continuously sent monitoring data to the data center. In most cases, it also has timestamp characteristics of massive data. So we partition them by timestamp for supporting complicated query and analyzing of application. The size of sharding is a key parameter. According to actual demand, we split the archived file into sharding by day.

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The evaluation of the system focuses on the quantitative results from performance measurements, leaving formal monitoring data considerations and usability tests for future work.

The overall performance is influenced by many factors such as the degree of redundancy, the use of the cache for metadata, and the achievable network throughput and so on. The test setup consisted of two Ubuntu server 64 bit machines with 4GB of RAM using 4 Intel Core Xeon E5606 with 2.67GHz frequency each under the 10Mbps bandwidth. In a minimal redundancy setup of k = 3 blocks for the same data, which works faster than MySQL at the same environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SQL Statement</th>
<th>Number of Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Insertion operation</td>
<td>Insert into monitoring_data from test.txt</td>
<td>Number of records varying from one day to one year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Query operation</td>
<td>Select * from monitoring_data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Ordering operation</td>
<td>Select * from monitoring_data order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of the storage system has been measured with test data for both writing and reading performance. The results are visualized in the Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively.

Fig.3 shows performance of various insertions over two systems with varying number of records produced from one day to one year. In this case, multithreaded Swift performs better than MySQL and Single thread Swift. With Figure 3, we can conclude that the Swift is not optimal when archived data is less. For large amount of data, it is better performance relative to MySQL.

Fig.4 shows performance of various queries with varying the number of records. It also shows the multithreaded Swift query quicker than MySQL under amount of archived data. According to the data in block sorted by time, the sorting operation is faster than sorting the disordered data.

V. CONCLUSION

The solution of massive data storage is designed for the field of industrial monitoring. This paper proposes the scalable and flexible measurement architecture. The core of the architecture consists of two novel mechanisms. One is the combination of object-oriented storage and RDBMS. The other is taking into account the time characteristics of the industrial monitoring data for sharding. In addition, it provides a generic query interface for monitoring data analysis. We believe that it is an effective massive data storage and management platform for industry monitoring data.
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